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THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Aide de Camp to the President
John William Fust, Jr.
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, United States Army Reserve
MARSHALS
Marshal of the Day
Colonel Henry Harper Rogers, United States Army
Assistants to the Marshal of the Day
Colonel Robert Sherman Larson, United States Air Force
Lieutenant Colonel Marshall Baker Bone, United States Air Force
Lieutenant Colonel William Corneal Hungate, Jr., United States Army
Major Bernard Mason Smith, United States Air Force
Major George Ivan Wagner, United States Army
Captain Arthur Lewis Dudley, United States Army
Captain Montgomery Douglas Givens, United States Air Force
Captain John Thomas Henderson, United States Army
Captain Crawford Elmer Hicks, United States Air Force
Captain Thomas Dick Longino, United States Army
Captain Bruce Ryburn Payne II, United States Army
Captain Thomas Benedict Spalding, United States Air Force
Captain Albert Jay Stern, United States Air Force
First Lieutenant Robert Lowry Able, United States Air Force
First Lieutenant Robert Leroy Eckard, United States Air Force
First Lieutenant John Maxey Walton, United States Army
Chief Warrant Officer John Irvin Riley, United States Army
Master Sergeant Ollie Eugene Day, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Leo DiStefano, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Raymond Lee Fugate, United States Army
Master Sergeant James Faith Hoffman, United States Army
Master Sergeant Barney Edward Lee, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Joseph Cephus Martin, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Clair Alton Norman, United States Army
Master Sergeant Lake Grimes Sedberry, United States Army
Master Sergeant Jack Mardis Seeley, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Kenneth Jack Tickle, United States Army
Sergeant First Class George Stanley Gordon, United States Army
Sergeant First Class Clyde Leslie Ormiston, United States Army
Technical Sergeant George Lawrence Parsons, United States Air Force
Staff Sergeant James Donald Carr, United States Air Force
Staff Sergeant Forrest Adair Cason, United States Air Force
Staff Sergeant William Davis Hartshorn, United States Air Force
THE ORDER OF MARCH
The University Band
The National and University Colors
The Marshal of the Day
The President of the University and the Speaker of the Day
The Trustees of the University and Official Guests
The Vice President of the University, Dean of Students, and Comptroller
The Deans and Other Administrative Officials
The Half Century Club
The Special Members of the University Staff
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Law
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Commerce
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
Ushers will be members of Alpha Lambda Delta and
Cwens, Honorary Sororities
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT HERMAN LEE DONOVAN, Presfdlnc
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION - The Reverend James W. Angell
Minister, Second Presbyterian Church
Lexington, Kentucky
How Lovely is Thy Dwelling Place ..
University Chorus and Orchestra
Brahms
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS ....... Leo M. Chamberlain, Vice President
INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER . President Donovan
ADDRESS - The Long View
Virgil M. Hancher, President
State University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS . .. President Donovan
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS . Dr. Chamb'erlain
ALMA MATER ..... Lampert
Audience and Concert Band
BENEDICTION - The Reverend Adolphus Gilliam
Minister, First Methodist Church
Lexington, Kentucky
NATIONAL ANTHEM ...................................................... " Kev-Smtth
Audience and Concert Band
Cartllcnlc Bells
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
MARTIN MARSHALL WHITE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Dioqenes Allen ., Topical Field-Religious Aspects
of Culture Lexington
Salome Eleanore Antczak Modern Foreign Languages .. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Elbert Austin, Jr Socioloqv Lexington
Gerald Vernon Banks Political Science Meally
James Goslee Becker Economics Louisville
Carolyn Fay Bell Psychology Boyd
Mildred Scott Bell Topical Field-Chemical Librarian .. Lexington
Anna Fay Bowman Library Science Sturgeon
Theodore Breg Psychology Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dorothy Ann Brown Psychology Lexington
Marylyn Summers Bullock Topical Field-Interior Decorating .. Lexington
Floyd McKee Cammack Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Alma Jean Childers English, Speech and Dramatic Arts ..Burnside
William Edward Choate Economics Frankfort
Jane LaFon Clarke Radio Arts Covington, Va.
Janet Lorraine Clarke Topical Field-The Dance Sewickley, Pa.
Elizabeth Hughes Clements Political Science Morganfield
Evelyn Mae Cole Psychology Northboro, Mass.
Catherine Clara Comer English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts Maysville
John Allan Cooper English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts Lexington
Claudia Wilkins Coyle Radio Arts Portsmouth, Ohio
Theodore Lawrence Darlington Political Science Ft. Thomas
Ann Elstner Dawkins English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts Louisville
John William Donahoe Psychology Upper Montclair, N. J.
Shirley Yevonne Elkins Chemistry Lexington
Carol Faulconer Social Work Ashland
John Kearlyn Feeback Art Georgetown
Normaglen Fields Music Covington
Janet Jo Fischer Topical Field-Recreation ..Charleston, W. Va.
Wilber Clinton Fisher, Jr Political Science Louisville
Charles Edward Ford Music Lexington
William Wright Foster Political Science Bardstown
Judy Harris Frederickson Social Work Farmer City, lll.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Floyd Emerson Galloway, Jr Anthropology........ . Paris
Norma Jean Gibson Library Science Lexington
Carter Alan Glass History Galion, Ohio
Mary Ann Grillot Modern Foreign Languages
............ Washington Court House, Ohio
Thomas Gilbert Hallock Psychology Cincinnati, Ohio
Paul John Heffernan English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts Pawtucket, R. l.
Patricia Anna Hervey Modern Foreign
Languages Mountain Lakes, N. J.
Sally Weltha Hill Library Science Ashland
Roy Leland Huffman Chemistry Lexington
Barbara Ann Hulett Social Work Williamstown
William Gustaf Humphrey Ancient Languages and
Literatures .. Lexington
Milford Lee Jones Geography Cynthiana
Robert Lisle Keys Radio Arts Covington
Elsie Belle Kennedy Art Lexlnqton
Virginia Ellen King History Lexington
Edwina George Klaene Library Science Ludlow
Robert Edward Koehler Geography Lexington
Yvonne Gail King Lackey Psychology Louisa
Irwin Jay Leidner History . .. New York, N. Y.
Fred Little . Social Work. .. Bethany
Matilda Tyler McCracken History Jeffersontown
Doris Elizabeth McGary Art .. Charlotte, N. C.
Elinor Ruth McMichael Journalism . .. Macon, Ga.
Edward Madden Geography Pippapass
Floyd Arnold Mann History....... Prestonsburg
Mary Ann Marston English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts .. Nicholasville
Ronald Wayne Miller Geography La Grange Park, 111.
Elaine Moore Topical Field-Foundations of
Journalism Lexington
Patricia Laura Morrissey Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Donald Hine Mosley Anatomy and Physiology Buechel
Travis Michael Murphy Radio Arts .. Ashland
Judith Fauquier Nappe Political Science Cadiz
Harold Gene Oakley Modern Foreign Languages Ashland
Mary Lewis Patterson English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts Earlington
Nancy Anne Patton Library Science Louisville
Janet Payne Political Science ... Riverton
Not Wilson Peers Journalism Pine Bluff, Ark.
Annette Perlmutter Radio Arts Lexington
William Raney Price, Jr Modern Foreign Languages .. Alplaus, N. Y.
Walter Richard Purktns, Jr Journalism Lexington
Thomas Warren Ramage History Ludlow
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Macon Atwood Ray , ,., Art White Plains
John Dudley Redden English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts " Lexington
Marilyn Jean Remmers Social Work Louisville
Mary Kathleen Robinson Social Work Nicholasville
Diane Dale Roddick ,Topical Field-Child
Development Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
George Herbert Sanderson Philosophy Lexington
Nancy Naive Schaeffer Art Education . .. Lexington
Mary Inez Schrider Topical Field-Interior Decorating .. Lexington
John Howard Scott Political Science Louisville
Jeannette Chestnutt Snidow Topical Field-Interior Decorating
and Merchandising ...... Princeton, W. Va.
Gerald Duane Snodgrass English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts Willamstown
Lawrence Munro Stamper History Lexington
Dolly Raye Sullivent Journalism Lexington
James Patrick Sutherland Chemistry Paducah
Johanna Mary Terney Journalism Lexington
Philip Douglas Thompson Philosophy . .. Lexington
Donald Medley Topping English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts Lexington
Nancy Allen Turman Ancient Languages and Literatures .. Ashland
Capp Edward Turner Political Science .. Miami, Fla.
Henry Moss Vance Radio Arts ... Versailles
Mary Conrard Voorhes Political Science Lexington
Riley Earle Wilkinson ; Political Science Louisville
Helen Frances Wilson Library Science Covington
Mary Carlyle Winkler Topical Field-Mathematics in
Secondary Education Anchorage
Dorothy Allen yancey Social Work Mays Lick
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
James Norman Adams Bacteriology Lexington
William Edward Adams, Jr Zoology Paducah
James Edgar Anderson Arts-Medicine Corydon
Mary Adair Ashbrook Anatomy and Physiology Greensburg
Paul Lee Bailey Geology Wallins
Sammie Bruce Baker Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Emma Belle Barnhill Zoology Providence
Jack Bruce Boylan Chemistry Louisville
Waller Joan Braden Chemistry Clay
Helen Mae Burke Public Health Frankfort
Robert Charlton Burkhart Anatomy and Physiology Harlan
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
John Eugene Butts Bacteriology Covington
Carol Sue Caton Chemistry Lexington
lilburn Glenn Collins Psychology Lexington
Charles Velma Cunard, Jr Geology Bonnaire, Ga.
Tramble Thomps Evans Anatomy and Physiology Wayland
Gordon McKnight Finnie Zoology Hastings, Mich.
Marvin Clifford Fraley Arts-Medicine Wayland
William Austin Gerrard III Anatomy and Physiology Ashland
Jack Kenneth Giles Anatomy and Physiology Harlan
Brian Lewis Goodman Bacteriology Williamson, W. Va.
Billie Anne Hamm Zoology London
Ralph Allen Hovermale Chemistry Paris
James Peak Hudson Mathematics Washington, D. C.
Harry Bascom Huntsman II Zoology Scottsville
Lewis Clement McFarland, Jr Psychology Lexington
David Ward Maners Chemistry Germantown
Jacob William Mayer Anthropology Louisville
Jack Winston Owens Anatomy and Physiology Harrodsburg
William Louis Pesci Anatomy and Physiology Blairsville, Pa.
Edsel Lacy Rawlings Topical Field-Biological and Social
Bases of Behavior - Sharpsburg
Ray Thomas Reynolds Chemistry Smithfield
Ann Grey Rezzonico Zoology Charleston, W. Va.
Charles Broaddus Rice Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Robert Earl Robbins Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Ronald Lee Sergent Anatomy and Physiology Whitesburg
Ormon Earl Shewmaker Geology Marion
Hymen Olin Spivey Chemistry Lexington
Robert Powers Tapscott Mathematics Owensboro
Thomas Edward Todd Physics Augusta
Nevin Ogden Wheat Bacteriology Granite, Md.
Merrill Allen Winchester Zoology Stearns
David Melvin Woodhead Arts-Medicine Falmouth
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
NAME ADDRESS
John Victor Holtzclaw........................................................ Roselle, N. J.
Edward Reed Kearns Lexington
Robert Bruce Nee! Louisville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN JOURNALISM
NAME ADDRESS
Arthur Charles Archer Corbin
Cynthia Dorman Collis Lexington
Joseph Thomas Coyle New Orleans, La.
Carol Jean Dorton Paintsville
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NAME ADDRESS
Katherine Rae Fryer Winchester
Glenora Jean Grant Lexington
Judith Ann Henry Rochester, N. Y.
Frank Richard Marnhout Coraopolis, Pa.
Laurence Kern Meyer Louisville
John Strother Newland Grayson
Diane Renaker Covington
John Kelley Ryans, Jr Ewing
Peggy Sue Sabel Paducah
Kim Sanford Charleston, W. Va.
Irene Lynn Sleeth Charleston, W. Va:
John Edward Wiltz Washington, Ind.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Albert John Asch Ludlow
Shirley Elizabeth Fauquier Louisville
William Walter Hall Blackey
Priscilla Jane Hepburn Lexington
Martha Anne Holbrook Millstone
Gus Mitchell Kalos Lexington
Nicola Marinaro Elkhorn City
Betty Allyn Shaw Russellville
William Edward Steiden Louisville
Nina Mae Sanders True Ashcamp
Carolyn Rose Turner Hazard
Barbara Weesner Indianapolis, Ind.
CANDIDATES fOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAME ADDRESS
Mildred Carnes Washington, D. C.
Alice Jacqueline Chumbler Campbellsville
Mildred Katherine Flannery Banner
Lois Anne Fritz Lake Success, N. Y.
Agnes Julie Gyuran Lynch
Wanda Jean Heltsley Owensboro
Betty Lavonne Lynn Lexington
Betty Ann Ogden Lexington
Elizabeth Byron Payne Louisville
Suzan Nisbet Spivey Lexington
Barbara Ruth Tower _ Ashland
Annette Woodard Watts Winchester
Norma Jean Wright , Flemingsburg
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
FRANK JAMES WELCH, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME ADDRESS
Joseph Burton Armstrong Bloomfield
Frank Charles Bergamini .. Louisville
Emil Frederick Bless, Jr Waynesburg
Denzil Howard Boyd, Jr. . Sheridan
Freddie Hodge Boyd Sheridan
John Harold Branson Robards
William Rudolph Brinkley....................... . Clinton
Melbourne Coleman Brough Milford
Frank Brown, Jr. . Richmond
Joe Victor Carpenter Maysville
James Leonard Carson .. Stanford
Willard Andy Clawson Williamsburg
Russell Turner Clayton Paris
Edward Lee Conder Harrodsburg
Thomas Robinson Cornelison Richmond
Raymond Curtis Correll Somerset
Chester Calvin Coyle Ludlow
Paul Benton Cramer, Jr Lexington
William Nelson Curry Mt. Sterling
William Sherman Daugherty, Jr Lexington
James Suter Davis Owenton
Bernard Earl Delph Elliston
Whitney Dunlap II Versailles
Alvin Charles Egbert Cincinnati, Ohio
Robert Alfred Engelhardt Holton, Ind.
John William Ernst Bradford
Earl William Finn Central, Ind.
Edward Anthony Fuchs Crestwood
Joe Eugene Fuqua Benton
Leonora Marie Goggin Lexington
Rollie Douglas Graves Lexington
Robert Allen Hahn Bondville
Gerald Norman Hart Corbin
Albert Leon Hatfield Wiborg
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NAME ADDRESS
Thomas Corwin Herndon Russellville
William Clay Holmes, Jr South Shore
Marvin Bond Horton Grayson
Daniel Boone Howard ; Paintsville
John Nathaniel Howell Hodgenville
Wendell Edward Jones Palmyra, Tenn.
Ervine Clay Joseph Keck
Edgar Taylor Kash, Jr Hazel Green
Benjamin Wesley Kilgore 111 Franklin
Jerome Ellisworth Lawson Corbin
Robert Paul Lenox Brooksville
Millard McAninch Eubank
Glen Robinson McCormack Hustonville
David Garland May, Jr Harrodsburg
Ralph Waldo Emerson Miller Willard
John Briggs Moss Tompkinsville
Robert Virgil Moyers, Jr Bowling Green
William Quinn Muir Nicholasville
Ashby Neale , New Castle
Van Winston Nutt Mt. Washington
Herbert Wood Ockerman Burlington
Bruce Madison Pearce Harrodsburg
Orel Lee Plummer Kehoe
Beauford Jim Price Pricetown
John Prater Reese Lexington
Raymond Douglas Ridley Hartford
Boone Rose, Jr Louisville
Julio Gaston Ruiz La Paz, Bolivia
Gary Cooper Russell Liberty
Donald Shadoan Science Hill
Donald Edward Slagel Lexington
Robert Lee Slucher , Shelbyville
Dumont Alden Souleyrette Danville
Kenneth Dale Stahl , Bowling Green
Thomas Harley Streeter, Jr Hickman
William Thomas Tanner Livia
Leroy Keaton Travis Frankfort
Ray Moss Tucker Finchville
Alan Pearson Utz, Jr Florence
John Henry Van Cleve Calhoun
Robert Faull Wachs Lexington
Willie Estel Waters Smithtown
James Melvin Weisbrodt : Bradford
Sidney Noland White " Lexington
Leonard Morton Wills Mt. Sterling
Raymond Wilson Eversole
William Robert Wilson , Maysville
Jack Alan Winstead Dixon
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADDRESS
Bettye Sue Allen Henderson
Barbara Frances Baldwin Louisville
Betty Lou Batson Covington
Jonnye Louise Bishop Nicholasville
Leta Cooper Brammer Susie
Genevieve Lois Brashear Viper
Lois Smith Calvert Lexington
Lelia Ellen Clarke Salt Lick
Marion Blanton Clay Paris
Margaret Ann Cook Waddy
Geneva Gill Cooper Bowling Green
Barbara Ellen Ellis Gravel Switch
Margaret Ann Forte Lexington
Martha Lou Hackworth Logan, W. Va.
Betty Jane Hamilton Mayfield
Elizabeth Ann Harris Lyndon
Elizabeth Anne Higgins Edmonton
Karen Lynn Kercheval Buechel
Anne Davis Latta Water Valley
Anna Lou Lutes Florence
Mary Ann Rankin McCormack Stanford
Dotty Dell McPherson Richmond
Margaret Josephine Maddox Middlesboro
Frances Eloise Moorman Carrollton
Mary Ellen Mullins Albany
Amelia Earhart Parrish Fulton
Janette Kay Peters Georgetown
Carmen Pigue Fulton
Thomas Elaine Pirtle Smithland
Lou Nell Pitchford Scottsville
Margaret Ann Powell Parksville
Isabel Cash Rankin Cynthiana
Freda Madge Smith Rockholds
Helen Mae Stephens Bloomfield
Zoe Tate : Nicholasville
Betty Joan Taylor Augusta
Sarah Ann Taylor Lewisport
Betty Lee Neblett Tucker Waddy
Venda Joan VanArsdale Greensburg
Juanita Lois Whalen Lexington
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DANIEL VOIERS TERRELL, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Glen Edward Alderdice Lynnville
Jack Ballard Bays Barbourville
Eugene Daniels Beam Pleasure Ridge Park
Andy Bee Blankenship, Jr Beauty
Paul Hilton Brown ...............................................•...••........................... Lexington
William Glenn Bullock Mayfield
Knox Ryan Burchett Albany
Boles Burke, Jr Frankfort
Charles Herbert Cole Benton
Kenneth Meece Cooper Fonthill
William Milton Damron Pikeville
Vernon Wayne Deem Paducah
Oren Larry Depp, Jr Owensboro
Jack Arnold Dutton Somerset
Oscar Allen Fair Liberty
Carroll Lee Florence Louisville
Wallace Emory Fluhr Louisville
Martin Hannibal Ginocchio Lexington
John Warren Gorrell Lexington
George Alexander Head Arden, N. C.
Anthony Herbert Hessling Cincinnati, Ohio
William Lawrence Hickerson Louisville.
Thomas Fredrick Hutzler Cave City
Clark Francis James, Jr Louisville
William Irwin Klein Ft. Thomas
George Land, Jr Lexington
William Cunningham Laverty Bowling Green
Cyrus Steele Layson Harlan
Gene Bennett Leslie Pikeville
Arthur Kenton Linville Ewing
James Thomas Lockard Louisville
Thomas Bennett McHugh Louisville
Thomas Lee McReynolds Lewisburg
Robert Glass Magruder Arlington
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NAME ADDRESS
Hector Miguel Oliver Cali, Colombia
Montford Lee Reed Stanton
William Homer Rice, Jr Morehead
James Welby Riddle Frogue
James Fredrick Robinson Willard
Homer Turner Smith, Jr Livermore
Napoleon Mitchell Smock Mt. Vernon
Arthur John Stoll Jamaica, N. Y.
John Leighton Tucker Detroit, Mich.
Sidney Ross Whisenant Fulton
Philip Acton Yelton Burlington
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Herbert Nelson Boys Felicity, Ohio
Richard Ward Bozeman, Jr Lexington
Abner Louis Browning Viper
Frederick Lee Calhoun Hopkinsville
John Wyckliffe Combs Lexington
Charles Chastene Davidson Tyner
Hughley Beatty Edwards, Jr Harrodsburg
Leo Edwards Irvine
Armand Joseph Franchi Cumberland, Md.
Thomas Edward Jenkins Lexington
James Lamar Kingsbury Ft. Knox
Gunars Arnolds Kllpsons Lexington
Martin Christian Krimm, Jr Pleasure Ridge Park
George Robert McCann, Jr. Lexington
Winfred Ray Miller , Red Fox
John Benjamin Moren London
Frank Raymond Myers Louisville
Thomas Eli Prince, Jr Eddyville
Virgil Raymond Rogers, Jr Keith, W. Va.
Robert John Schwartz Covington
Christe Michael Shekro , Cincinnati, Ohio
Clyde Francis Simmerman London
Charles William Spindler New Boston, Ohio
John Arnold Sproule Williamsburg
Ernest Newton Vines Belfry
Robert Gaylon White Hazel
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Ollie James Akel ., , Lexington
John Sleqfrid Anderson Paris
Harry Lee Barnett Lothair
Edwin Rodney Berry Barlow
Harold Wilbur Brewer Ashland
Robert Oria Brooks Evarts
Charles Joseph Cosenza Olive Hill
Charles Edward Creekmore Covington
Harold lloyd Creekmore Covington
Lewis Wallace Dunn Ashland
Nicolas Edmundo Gamboa y Agramonte . Oriente, Cuba
Frank Ishmael Gravitt Lexington
Robert Allen Holbrook Olive Hill
George Baillie Houliston, Jr Ft. Thomas
Bruce Frazier Kunkel Lexington
Arlen Jack Letson Milwaukee, Wis.
Arthur Reginald Maddox Lexington
Perry Melvin Perkinson, Jr Kirkwood, Mo.
Dona Prater, Jr Salyersville
James Melvin Pruden Owensboro
Donald Gene Risch Ft. Thomas
William Curtis Wilmore Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Thomas Frazier Arnold Lexington
Jack Wilson Clark Harrodsburg
Danny Roger Duff Lexington
John Irvin Federer Augusta
Fred Arlen Nichols Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MINING ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
James William Atkins, Jr Liggett
Charles Daniel Gibson Appalachia, Va.
Charles Spencer Hawkins Hellier
Alton Ray Melton Leatherwood
Claude Edison Phillips Peds Creek
William Cecil Preston Seco
Lawrence Gordon Stewart Loyall
Charles Ray Ulery Cumberland
Hubert Fay Vicars Wheelwright
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
ELVIS JACOB STAHR, JR., Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS 
NAME ADDRESS 
William J. Briggs ............................................. ............. ............... ......... Flora, Ind. 
James Robert Bruner .................................................................................. Harlan 
Morris Emmett Burton .......................................... .................................. Somerset 
Donald Combs ....................................................................... , ................... Hazard 
Paul Eugene Decker .......................................................................... Crocker, Mo. 
David Jerome DeVasier .................................................................. Bowling Green 
Theodore David Dunn .......................................................................... Smithland 
Charles Richard Hamm ...................... ..... ........ ........ ..................... ........... . Ashland 
Ruben Gaylor Hicks ............................................... ........................... Whitley City 
Stanley Roe Hogg ......................... : ............................................................ Harlan 
Harris Stephens Howard .................................................................... Prestonsburg 
James Farmer Kemp .............................................................................. Mayfield 
James Samuel Kostas ...................................................................... S. Ft. Mitchell 
Roger Bigelow Leland ................................................................ Northboro, Mass. 
Thomas Proctor lewis ................................... , ........................................... Ashland 
Roy Jolly Moreland .............................................................................. Lexington 
Clyde Mullins .................................................................................... Elkhorn City 
Elmer Cr it Mullins .................................................................................. Stanford 
John W. Murphy, Jr ....... ..................... ......................................... .. .......... Liberty 
Henry Vincent Pennington II ........... .... ......... ...... .......... . ...... .................. . Danville 
Virginia G. Roberson ...... ...... ........................... ..... .......... ... ................... Mays Lick 
John James Tribell ............................................................................ Middlesboro 
Charles Irving Tucker ............................................................................ Louisville 
Gardner Lewis Turner .......................................................................... Lexington 
Dianne McKaig Walden ........................................................................ Lexington 
James Thomas Youngblood ............................................ Berkeley Springs, W. Va. 
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FRANK GRAVES DICKEY, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION
NAME MAJORS AND MINORS OR AREAS ADDRESS
Marilyn Jessie Acker Elementary Education i , Warwick, Va.
Rebecca Anne Adams Elementary Education Louisville
Vernal Eugene Addington History, Geography Almira, Va.
Jo Ann Anderson Elementary Education Lexington
Mildred Irene Davies Atkins Elementary Education Lawrenceburg
Mary Allene Bach Elementary Education Lexington
Barbara Ellen Bailey Elementary Education Huntington, W. Va.
Ralph Milton Beard, Jr Physical Education and Health Louisville
Betty Lou Picklesimer Black Economics and Sociology,
Commerce Lexington
Elizabeth Jeannette Blevins Art, Mathematics Ashland
William Herbert Boggs II Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Lexington
Elsie Wyatt Bowie English, History and Political
Science Louisville
James Arnold Brown Physical Education, Biological
Sciences. .. Paintsville
Lawrence Grey Brown Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Paintsville
Nancy Lee Campbell Elementary Education Bedford
Patricia Rae Carter Physical Education, English Lexington
William Donald Childers Commerce Hellier
Elise Nelson Qutqley Chrisco English . .. Louisville
Roma Lou Clark Elementary Education Amba
James Owen Clayton Art, Music Princeton
Robert Bryant Claar History and Political Science,
English Middlesboro
Sarah Frances Scobee Collins Elementary Education Winchester
Ulysses Grant Combs, Jr Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Vicco
... Physical Education, French Beattyville
.. .. Elementary Education Garrett
. .. Physical Education, Economics and
Sociology........................ . ... London
Dorothy Edna Crawford English, History Goldsboro, N. C.
Bobbie Irene Congleton ........
Bessie Mae Conley .
Albert Norman Cox .
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NAME MAJORS AND MINORS OR AREAS ADDRESS
Theodore Creedman History and Political Science,
Geography and Geology .. Brooklyn, N.Y.
Neva Darnell Elementary Education Lexington
Jackie Loreen Dickerson English S. Ft. Mitchell
Dorothy Weller Domermuth Biological Sciences, Chemistry,
English Chicago, 111.
Margaret Lee Driscoll Physical Education Louisville
Martha Ann Driskill Elementary Education Louisville
Evalyn Elizabeth Duncan Physical Education Bowling Green
William Best Evans Physical Education Berea
Margaret Ann Everly Physical Education, Biological
Sciences David
Barbara Jean Featherston Biological Sciences, Chemistry Lexington
Betty Bishop Featherston Elementary Education Lexington
Simeon Fields Elementary Education littcarr
Ann Clayton Fincel English, Sociology Frankfort
Betty Jean Davis Franklin History, Psychology, English Versailles
George Washington Fugate, Jr Mathematics, Geography and
Geology............................. Lexington
Marilyn Rae Garrison Commerce, English Campbell, Mo.
Gretel Gayle Groos Elementary Education Harlan
Clifford Oldham Hagan Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Owensboro
Joan Osborne Hall Elementary Education Bypro
Katherine Brooke Hanly Mathematics, English Frankfort
Mildred Murphy Hatfield Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Fulton
Wendell Howard Henderson Physical Education, History Ribolt
Myra Anet Henslee Commerce, English Lexington
Lois Frances Henson Elementary Education Liberty
Phyllis Elaine Heuser History, Library Science Louisville
Lois Jean Holland Physical Education Lexington
Walter Franklin Honshell History, Economics and Sociology,
English Wayland
Billy Don House Physical Education, Biological
Sciences London
Patricia Anne Huffman History, Political Science Lexington
Doris Jean Humphrey Physical Education, History Louisville
Sandra Gwen Ingram English Williamsburg
Louis Charles Karibo Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Louisville
Michael Francis Kelley Physical Education, History and
Political Science Sylvania, Ga.
Eunice Wyona King Elementary Education Covington
Katherine Skinner King Physical Education Lexington
Betty Bascom Lane Elementary Education Morehead
Nancy Carolyn lilly Physical Education Smith Mills
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NAME MAJORS AND MINORS OR AREAS
ADDRESS
Bettye Lou Loften Commerce, English Clay
Ann Preston Long Elementary Education Owensboro
Bobby Gene Loughran Biological Sciences, English Sassafras
James Alton McCabe History and Political Science,
English Springfield
Donald Ray McClure Biological Sciences, Psychology Florence
Dorothy Ann McDade Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Fulton
Benjamin Robert McPherson Physical Education, History and
Political Science Richmond
Ruth Maloney............. ... Elementary Education Lexington
Cornelia Gwen Martin Elementary Education Pineville
Sally Wood Martin .. Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Alice Mayer Elementary Education Lexington
Martha Baxter Menaugh Elementary Education Burgin
Joyce Evelyn Miles ,..... .. Elementary Education Louisville
Anna Marie May Miller Economics and Sociology, English .. Maytown
Lucille Mills Social Sciences Lexington
Wallace Eugene Mitchell..... .. Physical Education, Biological
Sciences . Somerset
Jean Evelyn Mullins Mathematics, Commerce Covington
Nancy Adele Page Elementary Education Lexington
Ralph Joseph Palumbo social Sciences Stamford, Conn.
Mary Louise Patterson Elementary Education Harrodsburg
Carolyn Smith Perkins Elementary Education Lexington
Dorothy Lee Pfeiffer Elementary Education Louisville
Jean Beverly Phelps Elementary Education Lexington
Virginia Lee Phillips Elementary Education Somerset
James Howard Pigman Biological Sciences, History Dema
Jacqueline Tinsley Planck Physical Education Middletown
Dwight Lewis Price Physical Education, History and
Political Science Lexington
Hershel Clayton Reeves social Sciences Rockholds
James Alton Rexroat Commerce Kevil
Chesley Williams Riddle Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Madisonville
Mary Jo Buie Riddle Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Madisonville
Ruby Edythe Roe Elementary Education Paris
Barbara Ann Russman Elementary Education Louisville
Margaret Louise Sherrow Elementary Education Lexington
Lois Ann Short Elementary Education Ashland
Robert Dee Sither Physical Education, History and
Political Science Lexington
Ollie Jeannine Slusher Elementary Education .. Jackson
Dorothy Carol Smith Elementary Education Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Smith Elementary Education Clay, W. Va.
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NAME
MAJORS AND MINORS OR AREAS ADDRESS
Shirley Eleanor Smith Physical Education Somerset
Tunney Bill Stanley ··· Social Sciences Corbin
Joyce Cooper Strunk ···· EJementary Education Strunk
Ruth Walker SWinford Elementary Education Cynthiana
Mary Goodwin Taylor Elementary Education Lexington
Gladys Mae Tindall · Mathematics, History, Political
Science Salvisa
Charlotte Louise Van Deren Elementary Education Lexington
Lucy Mary Ward .. ···· English, Speech and Dramatics .. Georgetown
Frank Adelaide Watkins Elementary Education Lexington
Donald Wayne Weaver Physical Education Pleasantville, N. J.
Frank O'Neal Werner, Jr History and Political Science,
Speech Burna
Sarah Bell Whitesell .···· Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Fulton
Helen Grace Williams · Elementary Education Jackson
Joyce Lynn Williams .. ····· Social Sciences Paducah
John LaMarr Wilson Biological Sciences, Psychology Scottsville
Mary Jane Wyatt ········ Elementary Education Mayfield
Nancy Barbara Yunt ···· Elementary Education Louisville
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
CECI L CLAYTON CARPENTER, Oean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMMERCE
NAME ADDRESS
James Edward Anders Lexington
Edwin Dean Anderson Pontiac, Mich.
Myra Katherine Angel Lexington
William Sidney Bard Fulton
John G. Blane, Jr. Hopkinsville
Norman Royce Boggess Madisonville
Frank Ford Broadus, Jr Owenton
Norman Lee Brown, Jr Lebanon
Eva Jane Burkhead Spurlington
Ronald Lee Byland Ludlow
Catherine Jean Campbell Louisville
Martha Lou Carter Hartford
Durward Wayne Caudill Hamilton, Ohio
Jack Donald Christian Houston, Texas
Luther Coleman Coffey Jamestown
Jer-e Ward Coleman Bowling Green
Jack Metcalfe Conner Walton
Jean Ann Corr!ll Lexington
Russell Eugene Croft, Jr Princeton
Donald William Crowe Shepherdsville
Paul Frederick Davidson Wooton
Donald Arthur Delaney Lexington
Joel Francis Deming Owenton
Diane Draper London
Walter Lee Eads Lexington
Cienet Reed Ellis, Jr Lexington
Jack James Farris Lexington
Henry Thomas Fillion Owensboro
Britton Prescott Franklin .. Louisville
Robert Moellering Fry Cincinnati, Ohio
Thomas Moore Garrison Lexington
Carol Martin Gatton Bremen
Linda Juanita Gibson Frankfort
Barbara Grace Greer Pikeville
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NAME ADDRESS
Mary Carol Gudgel Buffalo, N. Y.
Betty Jo Haddox Lexington
Anna Lee Haines Paintsville
Douglas Asa Harper Cynthiana
Ruth Breitenstein Henritze Lexington
Earl Major Henry Frankfort
Gloria Ann Hensler Paducah
Jesse Shy Hocker Stanford
John Richard Howerton Lexington
Harry Mastin Hudson N. Pleasureville
Herbert Hobson Hunt III Mayfield
William Frank James Buechel
Gilbert Lee Johnson Flint, Mich.
Cornelius Adolph Justice Pikeville
Millard Walter Kenney Paris
Evangelos Stavros Levas Lexington
Jane Raleigh Lewis Whitesburg
Elmer Joseph Liebert , Louisville
John Hllchen von Lorch Anchoreqe
Helmut Franz Lutz Elizabethtown
Donald Woodbury McClanahan Cincinnati, Ohio
David Richard McDowell Louisville
Jane Carol Mainous Lexington
Anthony Joseph Mangione Lexington
Robert Norman Marcum Hodgenville
Felix Eaves Martin, Jr Greenville
Thomes Wayne Mathis Huntington, W. Va.
Ceci I Herd Meeks Corbin
Donald Floyd Moore Covington
Robert Franklin Moore Covington
Charles Leonard Negley, Jr Covington
Robert Birkhead Newman Owensboro
Virgil R. Onkst London
Ralph Norman Paolone New Castle, Pa.
Thomas Glenn Parrott Corbin
Betsy Frances Paynter Lexington
James Russell Perry Louisville
Phillip Thomas Prather Covington
Joe Baker Price Lexington
James Keith Proffitt Louisville
John Ryan Quinn, Jr Prospect
Frank Vernon Ramsey, Jr Madisonville
Don Roger Ratliff Virgie
Franklin Stewart Richardson Louisville
Joe Paynter Richardson Catlettsburg
John Stafford Rinehart Louisville
Payton Ritchie : Ashland
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ADDRESS
NAME
Jack W. Roberts Frankfort
Donald Francis Robillard Beacon, N. Y.
William Leonard Rouse, Jr Lexington
Arthur Salutsky Somerset
Charles Salutsky Somerset
James Edward Schenk Newark, N. J.
Henrietta Marie Schneider Lexington
David Philip Schoepf Ft. Thomas
Charles Harold Seale Hazard
Bill Victor Selller Louisville
Robert Hugh John Stberry New York, N. Y.
Frederick Joseph Silhanek, Jr Lexington
Sylvia Jean Simmons Miami, Fla.
Frank Thomas Slaton Providence
Earl Clayton Snedegar , Danville
Charles Albert Stewart Franklin
Benjaman Roger Stillwell Bardstown
Janet Denton Stone Lexington
Geraldine Taylor Lexington
Nathan Powell Taylor 111 Lexington
Billy Ray Thomas Dawson Springs
Donald Edgar Tibbetts Saco, Maine
Henry Lathrop Turner III Cincinnati, Ohio
Alfred Edwin Emil Vahlkamp, Jr Paducah
Robert Thomas Valentine Newport
Philip Verne Walters Chicago, 111.
George Julius Wertheim Louisville
Charles Roy Whalin Louisville
Benjamin Franklin White, Jr Hima
Donald Clay White Lexington
Dorothy Louise Whitehead Harrodsburg
Douglas Elwood Williams Hopkinsville
Lawrence S Wolper , Irvington, N. J.
Charles Guthrie Wylie Nicholasville
Billy Joe Yeiser Owensboro
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
EARL PLATT SLONE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHARMACY
NAME
ADDRESS
Arza Rouse Amburgey Russell
Herbert Gosney Betz Ft. Thomas
Alfred Dotson Brooks Hazard
Frederick George Butzke , Louisville
George William Campbell Marion
Charles Edward Cobb Jeffersontown
Myles Harold Davidson Louisville
Joseph Ernst Louisville
Donald Towery Fritts Marion
Guy Percy Fuller, Jr Louisville
Harold Bernard Green Louisville
John Byrd Hensley, Jr Harlan
Russell Johnson, Jr Burdine
Russ Harris Jones Cordele, Ga.
Roger Russell Kilgus Louisville
Joseph Marshall Kitchen Louisville
Jay Sanford Koby Louisville
Edward Charles Krecker Louisville
Clell Johnson Morton Bowen
Thomas Gerald O'Danlel Lebanon
James Thomas Oliver Lexington
Edward Victor Paulin Tell City, Ind.
Richard Lewis Ross Louisville
Robert E. Lee Sandlin Hyden
Jeannine Schreiber " .. Louisville
William Robert Schultz, Jr Louisville
Lex Harmon Simmons Lexington
Bobby B. Sloan Glasgow
Francis Wilfred Southall Louisville
Hayward F. Spinks Beaver Dam
Donald Morton Stern Louisville
Samuel Vincent Suppa, Jr Louisville
James Robert Waddell Marion
Thomas LeRoy Weisert Louisville
James Edward Yeager Barbourville
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
HERMAN EVERETTE SPIVEY, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Aliceann Cull Clayton English, Speech and Dramatic Arts ..Frankfort
Beverly Jeanne Davis Art Nicholasville
Judith Griffin History Bowling Green
John Raymond Killinger, Jr English, Speech and Dramatic Arts ..Somerset
Mary Amanda Nooe English, Speech and Dramatic Arts ..Lexington
Jeanne Fightmaster Osborne French Louisville
Donald Herbert Painting Psychology Rochester, N. Y.
Harry Joseph Taylor Physical Education Corbin
Joseph Allen Thacker, Jr History Wilmore
David Franklin Wells History Lexington
Margaret Elizabeth Yates French Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
William Curtis Asher Anatomy and Physiology Letcher
Joseph Boggs Cornelison Mathematics Lexington
Alfred Joseph Deschamps Geography Lexington
Charles Henry Domermuth Bacteriology Lexington
Richard Alan Hagstrom Chemistry Worcester, Mass.
Samuel Cecil Johnson Zoology Paris
Charles John Korplcs Chemistry Chicago, III.
Lidy Lopez-Matos Plant Pathology Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico
Edgar Allan Moles Psychology Lexington
Dorothy Mae Muething Bacteriology Cincinnati, Ohio
Peggy Dolores Stumbo Botany Harold
George Raymond Vogel Chemistry Hartford, Mich.
Chester Norbert Zembroskl Zoology Waterbury, Conn.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN PUBLIC HEALTH
NAME ADDRESS
Henry Tillman Britt Lexington
Mattie Dill Brown Greene Lexington'
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME MNOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
George Condit Bennett Agricultural Economics Bowling Green
Tom Will Denton ...........•.................. Dairying ........................................•. Sturgis
Paul Thomas Hamm Animal Husbandry Pulaski
Harvey Lowell King Agricultural Economics Cynthiana
Norman McClare Moody Agronomy Lexington
Auttis Marr Mullins Animal Husbandry , Clinton
Ben E. Rich Saunders Soils Prestonsburg
Hughes H Spurlock Agricultural Economics London
Wesley Burton Sundquist Agricultural Economics Kindred, N. D.
Jackson Augustus Taylor Dairying East Bernstadt
James Russell Williams Animal Husbandry Cincinnati, Ohio
Alvin Leslie Zachary Agronomy Liberty
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
William Howe Alcoke Lexington
Wallace Truman Bennett, Jr Sacramento
James Ellison Humphrey, Jr Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
William Fleming Caldwell Ashland
William Lawrence Garrott Reno, Nev.
Tommy D. Sharp Nicholasville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Paul Myung-Ha Chung Seoul, Korea
Alfred Maurice Levy Paris, France
Paul Leroy Pfenningwerth Park Hills
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MINING ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Jack Allan Hardwick Burnside
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION
NAME
ADDRESS
Mary Edna Bolinger Lost Creek
Anna Pansock Borchin Erlanger
Albert Kenton Campbell , Louisville
Robert Chauncey Campbell Perryville
Thomas Lee Childs Frankfort
Robert Lee Clark Mayfield
Robert Earl Cocanougher Junction City
Norman Shirley Crabb Valley Station
Lola Turner Dale Danville
Jane Kinner Davis Lexington
Charles Louis Diener Fort Thomas
Daniel Rhorer Glass Wilmore
Edsel Taylor Godbey Bethelridge
Oval Geneva Bingham Hall Prestonsburg
Nancy Cook Hunt Charleston, W. Va.
Richard Hale Hunt " Charleston, W. Va.
Katie Bibbs Berryman Jackson Lexington
John Edmond Jenkins Frankfort
Clyde Edd King Kite
Harlan Krlener Danville
Jesse Davis Lay Barbourville
Louise Lorraine Lyon Lollis Danville
Sheley Floyd Lynem Frankfort
Allie Martin Mays Heidrick
Sallie Owens Million Winchester
Russell Roscoe Moore Corbin
Truman Eversole Moore Lexington
Effie Blackford Nelson Wilmore
Elizabeth White Nelson , Hopkinsville
Gladys Ingram Owen , , Columbia
William Bismark Reed , , Paris
Katherine Estill Taylor Louisville
Harold Quentin Webb Olive Hill
Lowell Dean Williams West Liberty
James Perry Wilson ; Georgetown
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION
NAME
ADDRESS
Monroe Dorris Ayers Greensburg
Leonard Spratt Hinson Lexington
Felix Nacino Salcedo Baybay, Leyte, Philippines
James Opel Vincent Brownsville
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF BUSINESSADMINISTRATION
NAME ADDRESS
Kenneth Wayne Darnell ., Princeton
James Letcher Peel Lexington
Basil Earl Seale Ravenna
Walter Floyd Smithers , Irvine
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN LIBRARY SCIENCE
NAME ADDRESS
Lillian Gooch Ball Lexington
William Jennings Bryan Cruse, Jr Lexington
Rena James Ferguson Lexington
Zada Moore Parsley Brooksville
Barbara Hunt Poole Carthage, N.C.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Anna Margaret Hines Washington, N. C.
Jo Anne Thomas Millersburg
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREEOF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Maurice Stanley Wall Lexington
Dissertation: "The Needs of Out-of-School Rural Young Men in
Kentucky for Systematic Training in Farming"
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREEOF DOCTOR OF ENGINEERING
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Hal Wharton Maynor, Jr Metallurgy Lexington
Dissertation: "The Scaling of Titanium and Titanium-Base Alloys
in Air"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
Yilmaz Muammer Altug Political Science Istanbul, Turkey
Dissertation: "Turkey and Some Problems of International Law"
Frank Milton Brower Chemistry Lexington
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Decomposition of
Tetraphenylthiodigiycolic Acid and Certain
Related Sulfides in Pyridine Solution"
Jay Lee Chambers, Jr Psychology Lexington
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Perceptual Judgment and As-
sociative Learning Ability of Schizophrenics and
Non-Psychotics"
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
ADDRESS
George Kenneth Farney Physics Covington
Dissertation: "High Energy Gamma-Rays from the Proton Bombardment
of Fluorine"
Homer Holt Givin, Jr Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "The Angular Distribution of 16 Mev Gamma-Rays from
the Proton Bombardment of a Thin Boron Target"
Richard Hardin Graves Chemistry Bardwell
Dissertation: "A Conductometric and Viscometric Study of Some
Uni-Univalent Electrolytes in N_Methylacetamide,
N-Methylpropionamide, and N_Methylbutyramide"
Holman Hamilton History .
Dissertation: "The Compromise of 1850"
Lexington
David Thomas Johnson Psychology ·· Lexington
Dissertation: "Exploratory Investigations of Operant Conditioning
in Humans under a Thermal Drive"
John Lang Johnson Economics Lexington
Dissertation: "Distribution of Income Payments to Individuals
in Kentucky Counties by Amount, by Type, and by
Size: 1950"
Donald Lee Lafferty Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "The Inelastic Scattering of Fast Neutrons"
Jeanne Payne Lafferty English .
Dissertation: "The Wayfaring life in Eighteenth-Century English
literature"
Lexington
Charles Rolland Lockyer Economics Gillespie, III.
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Kentucky Income Tax"
Eugene Christopher Martin Chemistry Evansville, Ind.
Dissertation: "A Study of the Kinetics of the Hydrolysis of
Benzenesutfonvl Chloride and Pyridine 3-Sulfonyl
Chloride in Dioxane-Water Solution"
Robert Cosby Nichols Psychology Mayfield
Dissertation: "A Study of Psychoanalytic Symbolism in Relation
to Stimulus Generalization"
Louis Alfred Rayburn Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "Gamma-Rays from Copper, Aluminum, Magnesium
and Silver Due to Neutron Inelastic Scattering"
Leonard Ward Roberts English Demorest, Ga.
Dissertation: "Eastern Kentucky Folktales: A Collection and a
Study"
Donald Clayton Rose Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "On the Analytic Extension of Functions Defined by
General Dirichlet Series"
Richard Fowler Scudder Sociology Georgetown
Dissertation: "A Study of the Reliability of Social Status Indices
in a Blue Grass Community"
Joe Smisko , Chemistry Aliquippa, Pa.
Dissertation: "Transference Numbers of Potassium Bromide and
Potassium Thiocyanate in Methanol and of Potas-
sium Thiocyanate in Ethanol at 25°("
Wallace Blythe Turner History Denver, Colo.
Dissertation: "Kentucky in a Decade of Change, 1850-1860"
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CERTIFICATES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Under the Southern Regional Training
Program Granted Jointly with the
University of Alabama and the
University of Tennessee
NAME ADDRESS
Bobby Edward Campbell Louisville
Warren Ira Cikins Dorchester, Mass.
Arvin Nehemiah Donner, Jr Houston, Texas
Mary Alice Heaps Birmingham, Ala.
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HONORARY DEGREES
DOCTOR OF LAWS
Joseph Manuel Hartfield
Stephen Augustus Rapier
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On this Commencement day you stand in a new re-lation to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now
conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of
the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive
for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
* This charge and the pledge which follows were written by Dr.
Frank L. McVey, President of the University of Kentucky from 1917
to 1940. Each graduating class since 1917 has heard the charge and
taken the accompanying pledge.
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Meantime, the Universitv's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you
to be true to the larger things of life, to be men and
women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been ad-
mitted to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger
fellowship of the University. It is right and fitting that
you should stand and solemnly raising your right hand
repeat this pledge with me:
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members 0/ the University, with a strong sense 0/
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge mysell to the service
0/ God and my /ellow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the Uni-
versity Faculty recommending, the Board of Trustees
of the University has conferred upon you the Diploma
of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
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Diogenes Allen
Albert John Asch
Eugene Daniels Beam
Edwin Rodney Berry
Abner Louis Browning
Floyd McKee Cammack
Jack Wilson Clark
Charles Chastens Davidson
Alvin Charles Egbert
Shirley Yevonne Elkins
Wi lliam Best Evans
Carroll Lee Florence
Wallace Emory Fluhr
Patricia Anna Hervey
Sally Weltha Hill
Joseph Marshall Kitchen
Martin Christian Krtmm
Jane Raleigh Lewis
Thomas Proctor Lewis
James Thomas Lockard
Arthur Reginald Maddox
Judith Elaine Fauquier Napps
Mary Lewis Patterson
Orel Lee Plummer
Thomas Warren Ramage
George Herbert Sanderson
Hymen Olin Spivey
John Arnold Sproule
Nancy Allen Turman
Mary Conrard Voorhes
Jack Alan Winstead
David Melvin Woodhead
COMMENCEMENT HONORS
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of
the University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student
of the University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but
who shall have some interest in, association with or relation to the University of
Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition
obviously appropriate.
Lewis F. Allen
Diogenes Allen
Elaine Moore
GRADUATED "WITH HIGH DISTINCTION"
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GRADUATED "WITH DISTINCTION"
Ollie James Akel
William Sidney Bard
Mildred Scott Bell
Jack Bruce Boylan
Herbert Nelson Boys
John Harold Branson
Robert Orte Brooks
Carol Sue Caton
Catherine Clara Comer
Jack Arnold Dutton
Margaret Ann Forte
Armand Joseph Franchi
Myra Anet Henslee
Edward Reed Kearns
Elsie Belle Kennedy
Cyrus Steele Layson
Doris Elizabeth McGary
Thomas Bennett McHugh
Elaine Moore
Frank Raymond Myers
Herbert Wood Ockerman
Perry Melvin Perkinson, Jr.
Ray Thomas Reynolds
Kim Sanford
Donald Shadoan
Betty Allyn Shaw
Thomas Edward Todd
Charlotte Louise Van Deren
Barbara Weesner
John Edward Wiltz
Mary Carlyle Winkler
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 2.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 2.4 to 2.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either
of the above honors if he attains a standing .2 higher than the three-year re-
quirement.
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DEPARTMENTAL HONORS
Honors in Ancient Languages-Nancy Allen Turman
Honors in Modern Foreign Languages-Floyd McKee Cammack
Honors in Music-Albert John Asch
Betty Allyn Shaw
Barbara Weesner
Honors in Psychology-John William Donahoe
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ALMA MATER"
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we' er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
" " "
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh ~ay! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spancled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
* Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
